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What is the EUCN?
The New Zealand European Union Centres Network (EUCN) is a network of eight New Zealand universities
that aims to combine the three elements of research, teaching and outreach under a unique thematic
umbrella focused on the impact, role and understanding of the European Union within New Zealand and the
wider Pacific region.
The Network was initially established in 2006 and has since developed to a multidisciplinary network open
to all New Zealand universities with an interest in European Union Studies. The 1999 EU–NZ Joint Declaration
as well as the 2016 Partnership Agreement on Relations and Cooperation (PARC) – involving economics,
politics, security, innovation, development, democratic values and people and cultures – defines the scope
of the Network’s activities.
The EUCN organises academic research and administers scholarships for students studying the EU. Events,
seminars, and conferences are open to the public and often available via online login.
The EUCN is co-funded by an Erasmus+ grant from the European Commission.

For more information visit our website: www.jeanmonnet.nz
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What is the NCRE?
The National Centre for Research on Europe (NCRE) brings together students, teachers, graduates, and
academics from around the world to research and study the EU and Europe related issues and topics. The
centre belongs to, and runs, the ‘European Union Studies Association of the Asia-Pacific’, is a ‘Jean Monnet
Centre of Excellence’ and holds numerous EU grants for research and teaching.
The NCRE also performs a wider societal role and serves as a key element in the EU’s outreach within New
Zealand and the Pacific. Raising a critical awareness of the EU, informing government, the media and public
opinion play an important part in the NCRE’s core functions. Above all, the NCRE encourages and promotes
a new generation of New Zealand graduates who have a high level of expertise and interest in the EU.
Visit our websites: www.canterbury.ac.nz/ncre and www.jeanmonnet.nz

Follow us:
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Speakers
Dr Serena Kelly

Senior Lecturer, University of Canterbury
Dr Serena Kelly is a senior lecturer in the politics of the European Union,
deputy director of Canterbury University’s National Centre for Research on
Europe, Vice President of the European Studies Association of Australia and
New Zealand, and chair of the New Zealand Institute of International Affairs,
Christchurch. Her current research examines the impact of BREXIT on New
Zealand, the proposed EU NZ Free Trade Agreement as well as the visibility
of the EU’s development policies in the Pacific.

Hon Steve Chadwick

Her Worship, the Mayor of Rotorua
Steve Chadwick has been Mayor of Rotorua since 2013. She is a qualified
midwife, having worked in that profession in New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, and Papua New Guinea. She helped establish the first family
planning clinic and the first Women’s Refuge in Rotorua, as well as the
Rotorua School for Young Parents. Her political career has included service
as a councillor on the Rotorua District Council from 1996–1999, where she
chaired the Social Services Committee, and from 1999–2008 as a Member
of Parliament, serving also as Minster of Conservation, Minister for Women
and Associate Minister for Health from 2007–2008.

Kevin O’Connell

Political Counsellor, Delegation of the EU to New Zealand
Kevin O’Connell has been Political Counsellor and Deputy Head of
Delegation at the EU Delegation to New Zealand since 1 October 2020.
Prior to joining the European External Action Service, Kevin served at the
European Commission headquarters in Brussels for 12 years. This included
6 years as adviser in the private office of Justice Commissioner and VicePresident Věra Jourová on external relations, rule of law, criminal justice,
and data privacy. Earlier in his career, Kevin worked as policy officer in
European Commission departments responsible for home affairs (visa and
migration policy), justice (data privacy) and the Secretariat-General
(briefings for the President).
Kevin O’Connell holds degrees in European Studies (BA, King’s College
London; MEconSc, University College Dublin) and Law (LLB, LLM, Open
University). He spent two years as teaching assistant at the College of
Europe (Bruges) Department for EU International Relations and Diplomacy
Studies.
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Conference Details
Where?
Rotorua Girls High School, 251 Old Taupo Road, Rotorua

When?
Saturday, 14 June 2021:


Pōwhiri: 09:00am



Formal registration: 10:00–10:10am



Quiz night and dinner: 4:30pm–6.00pm

Sunday, 15 June 2021:


Registration: 09:00am



Programme activities: 9.05am–3.00pm

Catering Provided




Saturday: morning tea, lunch, and dinner
Sunday: morning tea and lunch
If you have indicated any dietary requirements in the registration form please see a staff member
who will point out the location of your food.

What to bring?






Pens and notepads
Water bottle
Any required medication
Any additional research you have done / proposed amendments to the directive
Devices are permitted for research at the event

What to wear?


Smart / business attire (ties not necessary) or school uniform

Covid-19




We will be providing hand sanitiser, please use this frequently
If you are unwell, please get in touch with us
Important: We strongly encourage you to scan any available QR codes during the Model EU event

Sign-in / out


In order to keep track of attendance, all students are required to sign in and out on the manual
register each day

How to prepare?
To get the most out of the Model Council of the European Union you will need to do some preparation
before arriving. In this Model Council of the EU event, you will be a ministerial representative of an
EU Member State. Being informed about your Member State, its position, and the topics negotiated
will make you more confident and at ease when presenting your viewpoints. If you are confused or
uncertain at any point, please consult with the Model EU Assistants: they are there to help.
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I. Country
Research your country’s overall position on freedom of expression (including freedom and pluralism
of the media), and the political leaning of its government; this will enable you to present your
country’s position on the draft Directive.
You will find basic introductions to the Member States, as well as some suggested sources of further
information, toward the end of this handbook.
II. Draft Directive
Read the draft Directive and try to understand what every word means. There is a Glossary at the end
of this booklet that contains many useful explanations, and the Model EU Assistants can answer any
queries on the day.
Remember: short and sharp speeches are more effective and leave more time for debate. They get
your point across in the most direct fashion and are likely to have the greatest effect.

Questions?
The event contact person is Dr Serena Kelly and you get in touch with her via email
serena.kelly@canterbury.ac.nz call 03 369 5355.
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Timetable
Day One:
Time

Programme

Staff and Guest Presence

9:00

Pōwhiri

All UC Staff and Model EU assistants

10:00

Registrations

All UC staff

10:10

Formal Welcome

Her Worship the Mayor of Rotorua, Hon
Steve Chadwick

10:30

Introduction

Dr Serena Kelly, Dr Mathew Doidge

11:00

Morning Tea

11:15

Regional Group Session

Model EU assistants

11:45

Rules of Procedure

Abby Johnson

12:00pm

Committee Session One

Model EU assistants

1:00

Lunch

1:45

Committee Session Two

Model EU assistants

2:45

Regional Group Session

Model EU assistants

3:15

Afternoon Tea

3:30

Committee Session Three

Model EU assistants

4:30

Home time, or optional social pizza night

UC Staff + Model EU assistants

Students leaving at this point need to sign out.
6:00

Pizza night concludes
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Day Two:
Time

Programme

Staff and Guest Presence

9:00

Registrations

All UC staff

9:05

Welcome Back

Dr Serena Kelly

9:10

Keynote Speech

Kevin O’Connell

9:40

Regional Group Session

Model EU assistants

10:10

Committee Session Four

Model EU assistants

11:30

Morning Tea

11:45

Negotiation Workshop

12:45pm

Lunch

1:30

Plenary Session (QMV Vote)

Model EU assistants

2:30

Wrap-up and Goodbye

Dr Serena Kelly

3:00

Depart

Model EU assistants
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Introduction to the European Union
What is the difference between the EU, Eurozone and Europe?
The European Union (EU) is a politico-economic union of 27 Member States. Geographically, the continent of
Europe consists of different countries, including those 27 and many others. Not all countries in Europe are
members of the European Union, for example: Switzerland, Norway, Albania, and Armenia, amongst others.
The eurozone (preferred: euro area) is a group of EU Member States that share the euro as their common
currency and the single monetary policy conducted by the European Central Bank. Today the euro area is
made up of 19 countries out of 27 EU Member States. That is why, for example, Germany and France use the
Euro 1and Sweden uses the Swedish Krona (SEK).

Figure 1: Relationships between European organisations and agreements
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A brief history of the EU
After the Second World War, between 1945 and 1950, European state leaders including Robert Schuman,
Konrad Adenauer, Alcide de Gasperi and Winston Churchill set about launching Europe into a new era. In
order to avoid future war, it was argued that new structures would need to be created in Western Europe
based on shared interests and founded upon the rule of law and equality for all countries.
Robert Schuman (French Foreign Minister) took up an idea originally conceived by Jean Monnet and, on 9
May 1950, he proposed the Schuman Declaration to establish the
European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). The ECSC combined
Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands’ coal
and steel production under one authority, therefore making it difficult to
go to war with one another. Under the Treaty of Rome, this arrangement
later evolved into the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957.
In 1992, the EU’s formation of the European Single Market was another
big development for the regional grouping. The Single Market refers to
the EU as one territory, without internal borders or other regulatory
obstacles in order to enable the free movement of goods and services
between the individual Member States (MS). It is argued that the
European Single Market helps to stimulate competition and trade,
improve efficiency, raise quality, and help cut prices for citizens.

Figure 2: Founding ECSC Member States:
Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Luxembourg

In 1993, the Maastricht Treaty created the European Union (EU) opening
the way to further political integration. The Maastricht Treaty is based on
three pillars: the European Communities, the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and Justice and
Home Affairs Council (JHA) which deals with judicial cooperation in criminal matters. Maastricht introduced
the concept of European citizenship and the beginnings of the Schengen area, reinforced the powers of the
European Parliament, and launched Economic and Monetary Union (EMU).

The Lisbon Treaty came into force in 2009 and simplified and streamlined the institutions that govern the EU.
For example, the Treaty introduced the European Council President and created the post of the High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy.
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A brief EU timeline
1951

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) is set up by the six founding members: Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands

1957

Treaties of Rome: setting up the European Economic Community (EEC)

1973

Denmark, Ireland, and the United Kingdom join

1979

First Direct Elections to the European Parliament

1981

Greece joins

1986

Spain and Portugal join, the Single European Act is signed

1993

Treaty of Maastricht which creates the European Union

1995

Austria, Finland, and Sweden join

1999

Treaty of Amsterdam

2002

The Euro comes into circulation

2004

Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia join

2007

Bulgaria and Romania join

2009

The Lisbon Treaty comes into force, providing the EU with its institutions as we know them today

2013

Croatia joins

2017 The United Kingdom triggers article 50 of the Lisbon treaty after its 2016 referendum on leaving the
EU
2020

The United Kingdom officially leaves the EU at the end of December
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EU Institutions in brief
The EU’s unique institutional set-up includes (but is not limited to) the European Council, European
Parliament, the European Commission, and the Council of the European Union, each of which have different
areas of focus:





The EU’s broad priorities are set by the European Council, which brings together national and EUlevel leaders, defining the EU’s overall political direction and priorities.
Directly elected MEPs represent EU citizens in the European Parliament. The Parliament is a colegislator (alongside the Council of the European Union) in most, but not all, policy areas.
The interests of the EU are promoted by the European Commission, whose members are appointed
by national governments.
Governments represent their country’s national interests in the Council of the European Union
(often simply referred to as the Council). The Council is the primary legislative body, though shares
this authority with the European Parliament in most, but not all, areas.

Council of the European Union
In the Council of the European Union government ministers from each EU country meet to discuss, amend,
and adopt laws, and coordinate policies. The ministers have the authority to commit their governments to
the actions agreed on in the meetings. Ministers meeting in the Council have, in effect, two roles, which do
not necessarily sit comfortably together:
1. They are responsible for presenting and defending their own national interest; and
2. They are expected to formulate common interests and a European perspective.

Council Configurations
Agriculture and Fisheries (AGRIFISH)
Competitiveness (COMPET)
Economic and Financial Affairs (ECOFIN)
Education, Youth, Culture and Sport (EYCS)
Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer
Affairs (EPSCO)
Environment (ENV)

The Council of the European Union is the key legislative
decision-making body of the EU. It makes policy and
legislative decisions, but does share legislative
responsibility with the European Parliament in most (but
not all), cases. While the Council does not initiate
legislation – it can only act on proposals made by the
European Commission – it often asks the Commission to
put forward a legislative proposal on a particular topic.

While the Council is a single institution, in practice it
meets in 10 different configurations depending on the
Foreign Affairs (FAC)
issue being discussed. The government ministers
General Affairs (GAC)
attending Council meetings therefore also vary,
depending on the configuration being convened. If, for
Justice and Home Affairs (JHA)
example, the Agriculture and Fisheries (AGRIFISH)
Transport, Telecommunications and Energy (TTE)
configuration is meeting, then Member States will be
represented by their ministers of agriculture, fisheries, rural affairs etc. If, on the other hand, the Economic
and Financial Affairs (ECOFIN) Council is meeting, then finance ministers will attend.

JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS COUNCIL (JHA)
The Justice and Home Affairs Council comprises ministers of justice and of home affairs (depending on
whether these tasks are allocated this way within Member State governments), usually meeting in two
separate sub-configurations. It is responsible, alongside the European Parliament, for most legislation
surrounding the guarantee of fundamental rights, ensuring the free movement of people across the EU
(including the Schengen area), asylum and immigration, judicial cooperation in civil and criminal matters, civil
protection, combating serious and organised crime and terrorism, and promoting Member State coordination
in matters of internal security (through addressing external border protection, and police and customs
cooperation). In general, justice ministers deal matters concerning judicial cooperation in both civil and
13

criminal law and fundamental rights, while home affairs ministers address migration, border management
and police cooperation, among other matters.
It is very important that you know the position and goals of your country with regards to the topics being
negotiated. Decisions taken by the Council of the EU will have a direct effect on the laws and policies of your
country.
In preparation for your role, we suggest that you have a look through the Agriculture and Fisheries Council’s
website – it will help you to shape policy on the day.
JHA online: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/council-eu/configurations/jha/
Sample JHA meeting: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/jha/2021/06/07-08/

GENERAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL (GAC)
The General Affairs Council comprises the European affairs ministers of the EU Member States. It addresses
a number of cross-cutting policy areas, including EU enlargement and accession negotiations, the adoption
of the multiannual financial framework (the EU’s 7 year budget), cohesion policy, matters relating to the EU’s
institutional set-up and any other dossier entrusted to it by the European Council. In recent times, it has
addressed issues including the rule of law and common values in Poland and Hungary, and the European
Democracy Action Plan.
It is very important that you know the position and goals of your country with regards to the topics being
negotiated. Decisions taken by the Council of the EU will have a direct effect on the laws and policies of your
country.
In preparation for your role, we suggest that you have a look through the Agriculture and Fisheries Council’s
website – it will help you to shape policy on the day.
GAC online: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/council-eu/configurations/gac/
Sample GAC meeting: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/gac/2021/06/22/

How Decision-Taking in the Council of the European Union Works
Depending on the issue under discussion, the Council of the EU takes its decisions by:




Simple majority (14 Member States vote in favour);
Qualified majority (55% of Member States, representing at least 65% of the EU population, vote in
favour);
Unanimous vote (all votes are in favour).

The Council can vote only if a majority of its members are present. A member of the Council may only act on
the behalf of one other member.
The Council can vote on a legislative act eight weeks after the draft act has been sent to national parliaments
for examination. The national parliaments must decide whether the draft legislation complies with the
principle of subsidiarity. Earlier voting is only possible in special urgent cases.
Voting is initiated by the President of the Council. A member of the Council or the Commission can also initiate
the voting procedure, but a majority of the Council’s members have to approve this initiative.
The results of Council votes are automatically made public when the Council acts in its capacity as legislator.
If a member wants to add an explanatory note to the vote, this note will also be made public, if a legal act is
adopted. In other cases, when explanations of votes are not automatically published, it can be made public
on the request of the author.
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COUNCIL VOTING FOR THE MODEL EU EVENT
A modified version of the normal Council voting procedure will be used for the Model EU event (adjusted for
reduced Member States):




Simple majority (9 Member States vote in favour);
Qualified majority (55% of Member States [10 Member States], representing at least 65% of the EU
population [see table below], vote in favour);
Unanimous vote (all votes are in favour).

Member State

Population Percentage

Belgium
Czechia
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

3.49
3.28
0.96
1.99
15.14
19.15
3.06
1.84
13.48
1.11
4.93
8.29
3.18
5.46
1.14
10.33
3.17

REGIONAL GROUPS FOR THE MODEL EU EVENT
During ‘Regional Group Sessions’, representatives will be divided into regional subgroups of (broadly) likeminded Member States to attempt to coordinate common positions.

Regional Groups
Group 1
Czechia
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovenia

Voting Weight: 21.23%

Group 2
Belgium
Estonia
Finland
Ireland
Latvia
Netherlands
Sweden
Voting Weight: 17.49%

Group 3
France
Germany
Italy
Portugal
Spain

Voting Weight: 61.28%

Other important EU Institutions
The European Council sets the EU’s overall political direction, but has no powers to pass laws. Led by its
President and comprising of national heads of state or government and the President of the Commission, it
meets at least four times a year (twice in each six month period), though in practice meetings are much more
frequent. The European Council can also nominate and appoint candidates to some high-profile roles within
15

the EU. The European Council may be described as the motor of the EU, influencing, and guiding the EU’s
policy agenda.
The European Commission (EC) is an institution of the European Union, responsible for proposing legislation,
implementing decisions, upholding the EU treaties, and managing the day-to-day business of the EU. The
College of Commissioners operates as a cabinet, with its 27 members representing each Member State. The
College of Commissioners sits at the apex of the Commission, overseeing the Directorates-General and other
agencies that comprise the EU’s civil service.
The European Parliament (EP) is a law-making body (alongside the Council of the European Union) and an
important forum for political debate and decision-making at EU level. It is the only directly-elected institution
in the European Union. Every five years the Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are elected by
voters in all Member States to represent people’s interests regarding EU law-making and to make sure other
EU institutions are working democratically. The European Parliament has an elected President that oversees
the work of the Parliament and its constituent bodies as well as the debates in plenary, and ensures that
Parliament’s Rules of Procedure are adhered to. The Members of the European Parliament sit in political
parties instead of by nation. There are currently eight political parties in the European Parliament. Some
Members do not belong to any political party and are known as non-attached Members.

Role of the Institutions in Decision-making in the EU
There are three main institutions involved in EU legislation:





The European Parliament, which represents the EU’s citizens and is directly elected by them
The Council of the European Union, which represents the governments of the individual Member
States. The Council has a dual role of defending states interests as well as formulating a European
perspective. The Presidency of the Council is shared by the Member States on a rotating basis.
The European Commission, which represents the interests of the Union as a whole.

Together, these three institutions produce the policies and laws that apply throughout the EU. The
Commission proposes new laws, and the Parliament and Council adopt them. The Commission and the
Member States then implement them, and the Commission ensures that the laws are properly applied and
implemented.
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Introduction to the topic: Freedom of expression
What is freedom of expression?
Freedom of expression refers to the right to “…hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.” This right includes the freedom
of the Press, the ability to hold individual opinions, and free speech. Freedom of expression is an
internationally recognised right and is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
European Union’s Charter of Fundamental Rights, among many other documents.
Freedom of expression is important because it enables governments, authorities, institutions, and others in
positions of power to be held accountable. A free press is particularly important in this respect because not
only do they hold governments, elected officials, and civil servants accountable, they also act as an
intermediary between the public and those in power. Freedom of expression is also a key indicator of
democracy, levels of corruption and the protection of human rights. In New Zealand, for example, a person
can criticise the government without fear of repercussions. Freedom of expression also enables people to
speak up or expose things like human rights abuses or environmental degradation and gives them a legal
basis of protection in cases where those speaking up may be silenced or prosecuted by those committing
offences.
In the European Union, freedom of expression is guaranteed under the European Union’s Charter of
Fundamental Rights. The Charter became legally binding under the 2009 Lisbon Treaty. This means that the
EU is legally obligated to act in a way that protects and adheres to the rights set out in the Charter.
Article 11.1 states: “Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This
right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart
information and ideas with interference by public authority and regardless of
frontiers.”
Article 11.2 states: “The freedom and pluralism of the media shall be
respected.”

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Freedom of speech refers to the “ability to express opinions and ideas without hindrance” and Article 11.1
of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights guarantees freedom of speech within the European Union. Freedom
of speech is not, however, without its limitations. For example, in many (but not all) jurisdictions, one can be
charged for incitement if the sharing of their opinions results in discrimination, hatred or violence.
The internet has enabled the public to have greater access to a variety of opinions, and provides a platform
for sharing ideas and opinions with others. This is extremely beneficial for democracy in some cases. For
example, social media – namely Twitter– played a major part in the spreading of ideas and information during
the Arab Spring, which eventually resulted in the popular overthrow of several governments in the Middle
East and Northern Africa.
But the change in communication of information comes with its downside. The rise of misinformation and
disinformation has made it difficult to discern what is true and what is not. This is especially the case for
disinformation, which is intentionally false information spread for a specific purpose and can look legitimate.
Misinformation, on the other hand, is false information spread which the sharer believes to be true. To give
an example, the rhetoric that the COVID-19 outbreak is a biological weapon employed by China is spread as
disinformation by those who are intentionally spreading the rhetoric to fuel anti-Chinese sentiments when
the origin of the outbreak is unknown. It is spread as misinformation by those who believe this rhetoric but
are not spreading it for a malicious purpose. The rise of disinformation and misinformation negatively impacts
many aspects of society, including democracy and fair elections, civil liberties, and human rights.
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Another issue pertaining to freedom of speech is that different political ideologies have different concepts of
what freedom of speech entails. Below are four major political ideologies and their concepts of freedom of
speech

Political ideology Characteristics
Liberalism

-

-

Authoritarianism

-

Libertarianism

-

-

-

Conservatism

-

View on freedom of speech

Regulation of major social, political
and economic institutions
Human rights are inalienable. Some
branches of liberalism are social
justice orientated
Promotes toleration of the diversity
of lives.

Liberalism believes that everyone has
the right to freedom of speech.
However, there is a limit to this right
when harm begins to occur. For
example, hate speech is not tolerated
nor protected in the name of free
speech

Lack of democratic input
All decisions made by the leader or a
small group selected by the leader
Lack of political alternatives due to
suppression in elections

Authoritarian regimes would suppress
opinions that oppose or contest their
power. Consequently, freedom of
speech does not exist under
authoritarianism

Endorses the lack of barriers to an
individual’s actions, including
freedom from intervention or
coercion
Consequently, governments should
have a minimal role in their citizens
lives
Recognise inequalities but does not
believe the government should
address it

Libertarianism endorses absolute
freedom of speech. This means that
libertarians do not believe in barriers
to opinion such as hate speech laws.
They also do not believe that the
government has any right to intervene
and infringe on the right to freedom of
speech.

Promotes pragmatism and making
decisions based on evidence
Radical change is dangerous
Modern conservatives still believe in
traditional social institutions but are
more socially progressive than their
predecessors.

Conservatism endorses freedom of
speech but may elect to censor certain
topics on moral grounds or discounter
freedom of speech using ‘evidencebased’ arguments

The different conceptions of freedom of speech as shown above make it difficult to ascertain when
governments should step in and act. Libertarians will maintain that governments should not interfere with
freedom of speech, while conservatives would argue that some content should be censored for public
decency. Liberals would argue that freedom of speech is a human right until it becomes harmful.
Questions to consider:
o
o
o
o
o

What, if any, are the limits of freedom of expression/speech? Should protection of human
rights triumph over freedom of expression?
What is your Member State’s position on freedom of speech? Does it differ from other
Member States?
What is your Member State’s view of disinformation/misinformation? Does it differ from
other Member States?
Who gets to decide what is misinformation/disinformation?
What are the risks of allowing disinformation/misinformation to spread?
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o
o
o
o

Should efforts be made to combat disinformation/misinformation? How? By whom?
Is disinformation/misinformation free speech?
To which political ideology does your Member State most align?
What are the consequences (intended and unintended) that you foresee from the proposed
Directive?

WHAT IS MEDIA FREEDOM AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Media pluralism can be defined as either a plurality of voices, analyses, and opinions on issues or as the
coexistence of multiple media services that are both privately owned and publicly funded media. The former
aspect of media pluralism is important because a variety of analyses and opinions allows the public to be well
informed on topics and actions which may affect them, as well as being introduced to new ideas and opinions.
The latter is important because media services that are owned by conglomerates often limit the variety of
opinions and voices on issues as well as only serving the owner’s agendas. On the other hand, attempts by
media to represent both positions on any given issue can also lead to situations of ‘false balance’, which can
also distort public perception of core issues.
Media freedom is extraordinarily important to the functioning of democracy; not only does the media act as
an intermediary between the government and the public, but it is also the canary in the coal mine. Free media
able to expose gaps in government action while also supporting government achievements and keep
governments accountable. They are also able to highlight abuses of power, human rights abuses, and
misappropriation of resources and funds.
Worldwide, the freedom of the media has greatly reduced over the last decade. The rising populism in many
countries the world over has seem measures put in place measures against independent media. According
to Freedom House, “…elected leaders in many democracies, who should be press freedom’s staunchest
defenders, have made explicit attempts to silence critical media voices and strengthen outlets that serve up
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favourable coverage.” This is concerning because restricted freedom of the media is a symptom of a failed
democracy and contributes to the weakening of other essential democratic institutions. Those in power can
use a variety of tactics to reduce plurality of media. These tactics include:






Government-backed ownership changes
Public denunciations of journalists
Lucrative state contracts to pro-government media
Regulatory changes that negatively affect how critical media operate
Restricted access to government information
o Preferential access to government information for pro-government media

An important thing to note is the rise in public denunciations of journalists as spreading ‘fake news’ a
phenomenon traceable to the Trump presidency in the United States. While ‘fake news’ itself is essentially
the spreading of disinformation/misinformation, the accusation of spreading fake news has been wielded
more generally by political and business figures as a mechanism for suppressing journalism in instances where
the stories themselves may be accurate. This amounts to an attempt to deliberately muddy the water around
reporting by attacking the journalists and their work, rather than confronting the issues raised. It contributes
to social polarisation, and the undermining of confidence in the news media, which are a necessary guardian
of democracy.
According to the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom, this is particularly an issue in Hungary,
Poland, and Slovenia.1 In Hungary, the government is led by the far right populist Fidesz party. Over the last
10 years in power, Fidesz has reduced the plurality of media through silencing critical media and bolstering
pro-government media through legislative, administrative, and regulatory means. Consequently,
“independent journalism is under unprecedented threat as the… governments distort and reshape the media
market to their advantage, with damaging implications for both media freedom and democracy in Europe.”2
Slovenia’s current EU Council presidency has raised some concerns. Slovenia’s president, Janez Janša has
frequently attacked media freedom since he was elected as president in March 2020. This has included
undermining public television service (RTV SLO), withholding government advertising (and therefore
revenue) from critical media, and suspended funding for the national press agency (STA). Due to the actions
of the Slovenian government, there is concern that they will undermine the EU’s current efforts and initiatives
to strengthen media freedom and freedom of expression in general.

Questions to consider:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Should the EU have a greater ability to impose protections for journalists?
What is the role of journalism in society?
What level of freedom should the media enjoy?
Are there justifications for limiting media freedom?
If your Member State is not Poland, Hungary or Slovenia: Do you support actions taken in
Poland, Hungary and Slovenia surrounding media?
If your Member State is Poland, Hungary or Slovenia: why are the actions taken by your
country necessary?
What are the consequences (intended and unintended) that you foresee from the proposed
Directive?

1

Media Freedom Rapid Response (2021) Media Freedom in Poland, Hungary and Slovenia: letter to MEPs ahead of
March 10 debate. https://www.ecpmf.eu/media-freedom-in-poland-hungary-and-slovenia/ (accessed 19 July 2021).
2
Media Freedom Rapid Response (2021) Media Freedom in Poland, Hungary and Slovenia: letter to MEPs ahead of
March 10 debate. https://www.ecpmf.eu/media-freedom-in-poland-hungary-and-slovenia/ (accessed 19 July 2021).
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What is the EU doing to protect freedom of expression?
EUROPEAN DEMOCRACY ACTION PLAN3
The European Democracy Action Plan aims to build more resilient democracies across the EU and empower
citizens by:




Promoting free and fair elections
Strengthening media freedom
Countering disinformation

PROMOTING FREE AND FAIR ELECTIONS
The EU intends to achieve free and fair elections by
 Ensuring greater transparency of sponsored political content through legislative means
o Developing guidance and support for political parties and member states to make it easier
to adhere to the new legislation.
 Revising the regulation on funding of European political parties
 Setting up an operational mechanism which would counter threats to electoral processes.
 Putting measures in place to protect elections and electoral infrastructure and processes from
interference and against threats, such as cyber-attacks.
 Using EU structural funds to build/foster capacity to deliver and sustain civic engagement and
political participation, including funding towards citizenship education, youth participation and the
equality agenda.

PROTECTING JOURNALISTS AND MEDIA PLURALISM
To protect journalists and to strengthen media freedom and pluralism the EU Commission aims to:
 Propose a recommendation on safety of journalists.
 Curb the use of strategic lawsuits against public participation (SLAPP), a practice which aims to censor
or intimidate people who criticise governments or companies or speak out on issues by burdening
the speaker with legal fees they are often unable to pay.4
 Through structured dialogue, work with Member States to provide sustainable funding for projects
that provide EU-based and externally-based journalists with practical and legal assistance.
 Increasing measures implemented through the Media Ownership Monitor which will increase,
support, and strengthen media pluralism and transparency of ownership.

COUNTERING DISINFORMATION
To counter disinformation, the European Democracy Action Plan aims to:
 Improve the available tools for countering foreign interference in EU information spaces
o Implement new instruments that allows costs to be imposed on perpetrators who are
interfering.
 Transform the Code of Practice on Disinformation into a co-regulatory framework which would
require online platforms to meet obligations set out in the framework as well as to take greater
accountability for the material appearing on said platforms.
 Provide guidance to enhance the Code of Practice and to set up a robust framework to ensure it is
implemented appropriately.

3

European Commission (2020) European Democracy Action Plan. COM (2020) 790 final. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=COM%3A2020%3A790%3AFIN&qid=1607079662423 (accessed 19 July 2021).
4
Public Participation Project (n.d.) What is SLAPP?. https://anti-slapp.org/what-is-a-slapp (accessed 19 July 2021).
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MEDIA AND AUDIOVISUAL ACTION PLAN5
In the face of the digitisation of information, traditional media and audio-visual services are suffering. The
media and audio-visual action plan seeks to support the recovery of these services and to enhance
competitiveness in the digital age.

 FINANCIAL SUPPORT
o
o
o

Easier access to EU support and funding through interactive guidance
Increased investment to encourage production and distribution of audio-visual content
Making finance and funding for news media more accessible through the NEWS initiative

 STRUCTURAL ISSUES
o
o
o

Creation of infrastructure for European media data space
Initiating a virtual coalition for inter-sector cooperation
Introducing and implementing tools and standards to transform into a climate-neutral sector

 INNOVATION, CONTENT AND TALENT SUPPORT
o
o
o

o

Improving access and availability of audio-visual content across EU borders through dialogue
with the media industry.
Supporting European media talent and start-ups.
Creation of a toolbox to empower citizens to become more media literate and facilitating the
availability of more diverse sources of information through supporting services that collate
these sources into one place.
Working with European regulators to ensure consistent and effective implementation of the
Audio-visual Media Services Directive (AVSMD) and copyright rules at national level through
a cooperation framework.

ACTION PLAN AGAINST DISINFORMATION
Disinformation is one of the biggest challenges facing the EU and “require[s] a coordinated response from EU
countries, EU institutions, social networks, news media and EU citizens.”6 This is particularly relevant in the
face of the COVID-19 pandemic, where accurate information not only informs citizens about the pandemic,
but also prevents discrimination of other kinds, such as racism. The Action Plan against Disinformation works
in tandem with the European Democracy Action Plan and has the following goals:7

5

European Commission (2020) Democracy and the Media in the Digital Age: Supporting Journalists and a Stronger Media
Sector. https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=71496 (accessed 19 July 2021)
6
European Commission (2021) Tackling online disinformation. https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/onlinedisinformation (accessed 19 July 2021).
7
European
Union
(2019)
Action
Plan
Against
Disinformation.
https://eeas.europa.eu//sites/default/files/disinformation_factsheet_march_2019_0.pdf (accessed 19 July 2021).
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Some initiatives that the EU has undertaken in line with the above goals are:
 Code of Practice on Disinformation
o Global self-regulatory standards for the media industry
 European Digital Media Observatory
o A Europe-based hub that is a “secure online platform supporting the academic analysis of
disinformation campaigns and providing public information to raise awareness about
disinformation”8
 COVID-19 monitoring and reporting programme
o Carried out by signatories of the Code of Practice.
o Ensures accountability of tackling disinformation.

CODE OF PRACTICE ON DISINFORMATION
In 2021, the European Union has had a significant focus on strengthening the Code of Practice on
Disinformation,9 with the first draft of the Strengthened Code being prepared during March–May 2021. The
strengthening of the code is an especially relevant and pressing issue as the COVID-19 pandemic continues
The code, first established in 2018, is a self-regulating Code of Practice for online platforms (such as
Facebook), advertisers and other relevant entities. It has become a tool used by these platforms that enables
greater transparency and accountability as well as providing these platforms with a framework for improving
and monitoring policies on disinformation that the platforms use. The Code of Practice has committed these
platforms to improving their online policies and curbing the rate of disinformation that may go unchecked
on these sites.
The current Code of Practice and what it entails is listed below:




Self-regulation;
Scrutiny of ad placements;
Transparency of political and issue-based advertising;

8

European Digital Media Observatory (2020) EDMO at a Glance. https://edmo.eu/edmo-at-a-glance/ (accessed 19 July
2021). )
9
European Commission (n.d.) Strengthening the EU Code of Practice on Disinformation.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/new-push-european-democracy/european-democracyaction-plan/strengthening-eu-code-practice-disinformation_en (accessed 19 July 2021).
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Integrity of services;
Empowering consumers;
Empowering fact checkers and researchers;
Measuring the Code’s effectiveness.

The EU believes that the Code could be strengthened through the following actions:








Increasing the number of signatories to include services such as private messaging services;
Reinforcing commitments to achieving the code objectives;
Implementing key performance indicators through a robust monitoring framework;
Standardizing reports, with breakdowns on each Member State;
Creating a permanent task force to evolve and adapt the code;
Creating a transparency centre to ensure online platforms’ policies and actions are transparent;
Transforming the code from self-regulating to co-regulating which means that while self-regulating
would still be the norm, the EU would have legislative measures that would enforce certain aspects
of the code.
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Draft Directive for Council of the European Union
This draft Directive comprises the items you will be negotiating during the Model EU event. Representing
your Member State’s interests, you will seek to reach agreement (or not) on each item. Remember, you are
presenting the view of your Member State, not your own personal opinion – these may (and often do)
differ.

Directive 2021 of the European Council on Freedom of Expression and
Information
Article 1: Freedom of Expression
1. Each Member State shall take the necessary measures to ensure that intentional public
dissemination of disinformation likely to cause public harm is a criminal offence.
2. Digital service providers hosting third party content are liable for illegal material present on their
platforms. This material includes:
a) incitement of violence;
b) fraud and forgery;
c) materially deceptive visual media resembling individuals.
3. Digital service providers shall be required to actively identify and remove disinformation and
misinformation present on their platforms, and provide this information to EU and Member State
authorities.
4. Freedom of expression extends to personal clothing, with limitations only permissible in the
instance of public safety and decency.
5. Schools within the EU may not impose penalties on students for speech used outside the
jurisdiction of the school.
6. Member States are encouraged not to restrict access to publicly-owned venues on the basis of
political opinion. States may also consider reducing funding to educational institutes which do not
follow this principle.
7. The rights and freedoms guaranteed under Article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights shall
be incorporated into the secondary school curriculum, and taught to students no later than Year
9 of their education.
PTO
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Article 2: Freedom and Pluralism of the Media
1. Governments or their agents will not covertly monitor private or professional communications of
journalists or media outlets engaged in the legal pursuit of their work.
2. Online platforms shall financially compensate media outlets for usage of their content.
3. Funding of private media organisations by Member States shall not be conditional upon the
political or cultural nature of any content produced.
4. Security protection should be made available to journalists when necessary for the pursuit of their
work within the European Union and third countries.
5. Independent state entities should be responsible for monitoring the plurality, independence, and
competition of media producers in each Member State.
6. Paid political advertisements within the EU, both digital and physical, are required to disclose the
sponsors of said content.
7. Member States are collectively required to provide a minimum of €2.5 billion annually in funding
to European small and medium-sized enterprises in the media sector. Projects receiving funding
should be representative of socially marginalised groups.
8. Member States should not impose criminal penalties on individuals in cases of defamation, and
are instead encouraged to facilitate restorative justice between the parties involved.
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The Member States of the EU
The following pages provide brief outlines of the Member States of the European Union to guide your
preparation. You are nevertheless advised to read beyond the material provided here.

Sources for Key Indices
Democracy Index

World Press
Freedom Index
Freedom in the
World Index
Media Literacy
Index

Economist Intelligence Unit, (2020) Democracy Index 2020: In sickness and in
health? https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/ (accessed 19
July 2021).
Reporters Without Borders, (2021) World Press Freedom Index.
https://rsf.org/en/ranking (accessed 19 July 2021).
Freedom House (2021) Countries and Territories.
https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores (accessed 19 July 2021).
Open Society Institute Sofia (2021) Media Literacy Index 2021.
https://osis.bg/?p=3750&lang=en (accessed 19 July 2021)

SUGGESTED SOURCES OF INFORMATION
European Commission’s 2021 Rule of Law Report. This site includes a summary report, and more detailed
reports for each Member State. Pay attention to the Media sections of the reports:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/rulelaw-mechanism/2021-rule-law-report/2021-rule-law-report-communication-and-country-chapters
Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF): https://cmpf.eui.eu/


Also see the CMPF’s Media Pluralism Monitor report:
https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/71970/CMPF_MPM2021_final-report_QM-09-21298-EN-N.pdf

European External Action Service’s COVID-19 Disinformation report: https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-specialreport-update-short-assessment-of-narratives-and-disinformation-around-the-covid-19-pandemicupdate-december-2020-april-2021/

A number of shorter items are also worth looking at, including:





The Guardian’s ‘A systemic failure’: vaccine misinformation remains rampant on Facebook,
experts say: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jul/21/facebook-misinformationvaccines
IPI’s Věra Jourová: “EU underestimated the role of media in upholding democracy”:
https://ipi.media/vera-jourova-eu-underestimated-the-role-of-media-in-upholding-democracy/
European Commission’s Speech of Vice-President Jourová at the European News Media Forum:
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2019-2024/jourova/announcements/speechvice-president-jourova-european-news-media-forum_en
Politico’s Jourová calls for more tools to boost media freedom:
https://www.politico.eu/article/vera-jourova-calls-more-tools-boost-media-freedom/
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Austria
Population: 8,932,664
Seats in EU Parliament: 19
Joining Dates:




EU: 1995
Schengen Area: 1997
Eurozone: 1999

Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since
1945)
Government: Coalition of centre-left Green party
and liberal-conservative Austrian People’s Party
(ÖVP)
2020 Democracy Index: 8.16/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 16.34 
satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 93/100  Free
Political rights: 37/40 | Civil liberties: 56/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 60/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news

Austria has a democratic system, with protection of civil and political rights. The political system has been
dominated by the centre-left Social Democratic Party of Austria (SPÖ) and the centre-right Austrian People’s
Party (ÖVP), which between them have been the major party in all governments since 1945. Since 1986, the
Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ)  an openly nationalist and xenophobic right-wing populist party – has been
a significant political player, serving in coalition governments with the ÖVP (20002005, 20172019).10
Press freedom: The Constitution of Austria and the Media Law of 1981 establish media freedom in Austria,
with governments generally respecting these provisions. However, libel and slander laws have increasingly
been used by politicians and government officials  particularly members of the right-wing populist FPÖ  to
target media reporting, with a number of defamation suits filed in recent years. Media ownership in Austria
is also highly concentrated, particularly in the Bundesländer (federal states/provinces).11 Raiffeisenbank, the
Catholic Church and a few families own most of the news media outlets, and some of them have close ties to
the Christian democratic conservative ÖVP.12
Disinformation: The newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung reports a emerging pattern in Austrian politics whereby
politicians deliberately make false allegations that would not be retracted or publicly corrected. In particular
one ÖVP politician is criticised for making accusations against the public prosecutor’s office involved in
ongoing corruption investigations against members of her party, accusing the office of deliberately spreading
leaks from its files that could destroy the reputation of innocent people. While none of this was proved (and
some was disproved), she nevertheless failed to retract her statements.13

10

Freedom House (2021) Austria. https://freedomhouse.org/country/austria/freedom-world/2021 (accessed 20 July
2021).
11
Ibid.
12
Kontrast.at (2018) Die österreichischen Printmedien und ihre Eigentümer (The Austrian print media and their owners).
https://kontrast.at/medien-oesterreich/ (accessed 19 July 2021).
13
Kahlweit, Cathrin (2021) Fake News aus der Politik (Fake News from Politics), Süddeutsche Zeitung, 29 May 2021.
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/oesterreich-politik-fake-news-justiz-oevp-1.5306966 (accessed 19 July 2021).
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Belgium
Population: 11,566,041
Seats in EU Parliament: 21
Joining Dates:




EU (former EEC): 1958 (founder)
Schengen Area: 1995
Eurozone: 1999

Political system: Parliamentary Monarchy (since
1830)
Government: Seven-party coalition formed by the
Flemish-speaking and francophone wings of the
Liberal, Social Democrat, and Green parties, along
with the Christian Democrat and Flemish party
2020 Democracy Index: 7.51/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 11.69  Good situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 96/100  Free
Political rights: 39/40 | Civil liberties: 57/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 64/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
Belgium is a parliamentary democracy which guarantees civil and political rights. Challenges include the
threat of terrorism, corruption scandals, and increasing right-wing nationalism and xenophobia. 14
Press freedom: Press freedom is of concern. A photojournalist was abused and arrested by police during a
Black Lives Matter demonstration in Brussels, despite showing his press card. After public outcry, an
investigation was launched. 15 Some politicians express concern about media freedom: the Walloon regional
parliament, for example, called on the government to condemn arbitrary arrests and other violations of the
freedom of the press. Finally, Belgium has failed to adequately regulate ownership, advertising or audience
concentrations in the online environment. As a result, media outlets are confronted with the growing market
influence of foreign digital corporations such as Facebook and Google. These tap into important economic
resources for local media, such as advertising revenues and audiences. In response, an initiative by several
leading Belgian telecommunications companies and media outlets – the Belgian Data Alliance – has been
launched to attempt to rein-in the power of online platforms. Some politicians have expressed concern that
this alliance risks further concentration of online platforms and reduces competition.16
Disinformation: In 2018, an expert group and a citizen consultation platform were established by the Belgian
Minister for the Digital Agenda to combat misinformation in the country.17 Two of eight European research
centres are being set up in Belgium as part of a European Commission initiative. With these, Belgium will play
a central role in combating the online spread of disinformation and fake news.18
14

Freedom House (2021) Belgium. https://freedomhouse.org/country/belgium/freedom-world/2021 (accessed 20 July
2021).
15
Reporters Without Borders (2021) Belgium. https://rsf.org/en/belgium (accessed 20 July 2021).
16
Valcke, Peggy; Lambrecht, Ingrid (2021) Monitoring Media Pluralism in the Digital Era. Country report: Belgium.
Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, July 2021.
https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/71938/belgium_results_mpm_2021_cmpf.pdf (accessed 21 July 2021).
17
EU DisinfoLab (2019) Belgium. https://www.disinfo.eu/resources/belgium/ (accessed 19 July 2021).
18
Walker, Lauren (2021) Belgium at heart of EU’s battle against fake news and disinformation, The Brussels Times, 5 July
2021.
https://www.brusselstimes.com/belgium/176329/european-union-commission-disinformation-fake-newsbelgium-netherlands-luxembourg-edmo/ (accessed 20 July 2021).
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Bulgaria
Population: 6,916,548
Seats in EU Parliament: 17
Joining Dates:




EU: 2007
Schengen Area: in progress
Eurozone: in progress

Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since
1990)
Government: Provisional government (elections due
July 2021); previous government: coalition of the
liberal-conservative, pro-European GERB and an
electoral alliance of Eurosceptic and right-wing
populist parties (United Patriots, OP)
2020 Democracy Index: 6.71/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 37.29  Difficult situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 78/100  Free
Political rights: 33/40 | Civil liberties: 45/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 29/100 (Cluster 4) – Low resilience potential to fake news
Bulgaria has been a parliamentary democracy with peaceful transfers of power since 1990. Issues such as
corruption and organised crime remain a challenge, and there is ongoing discrimination against ethnic
minorities (especially the Roma). Since 1990, civil society groups have been active, notwithstanding limited
resources and other obstacles to their participation. However, since 2020, civil society organisations have
become increasingly concerned with the shrinking of their space for action as the government has drafted
laws to curb foreign funding. 19
Press freedom: Freedom of expression (including freedom of the press) is protected under the Bulgarian
Constitution, though journalists continue to face pressure and threat from private owners and public media
management. While the media sector remains pluralistic, many outlets are dependent on financial
contributions from the state (through advertising). This significantly influences media operators to run
government-friendly material.20
Disinformation: According to the Media Literacy Index 2021, people in Bulgaria are among the worst prepared
to resist the effects of disinformation. This is said to be due to the low level of reading literacy from PISA
studies and the poor ratings in Freedom House and Reporters Without Borders reports on freedom of
expression and people’s low level of trust.21

19

Freedom House (2021) Bulgaria. https://freedomhouse.org/country/bulgaria/freedom-world/2021 (accessed 20 July
2021).
20
Ibid.
21
Pavlova, Mihailina (2021) Media Literacy Index 2021: Bulgarian society among worst equipped to withstand the impact
of fake news, Bulgarian National Radio, 24 March 2021. https://bnr.bg/en/post/101441762/media-literacy-index-2021bulgarian-society-among-worst-equipped-to-withstand-the-impact-of-fake-news (accessed 20 July 2021).
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Croatia
Population: 4,036,355
Seats in EU Parliament: 12
Joining Dates:




EU: 2013
Schengen Area: In progress
Eurozone: In progress

Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since
2000)
Government: Coalition of centre-right, proEuropean HDZ party and centre-left, social-liberal
HNS party
2020 Democracy Index: 6.5/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 27.95  Problematic situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 85/100  Free
Political rights: 36/40 | Civil liberties: 49/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 43/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
Croatia is a parliamentary democracy, with peaceful transfer of power through free elections, though
corruption in the public sector is an ongoing issue. Civil and political rights are broadly respected. There is
ongoing discrimination against the Roma and Serb minorities, and against the LGBTQI+ community. Far right
and xenophobic groups have been increasingly visible in public life, with the Homeland Movement wining
almost 11% of the popular vote at the 2020 election, and subsequently entering parliament. 22
Press freedom: While the media in Croatia is highly polarised, it is generally free from overt political
interference or manipulation. Journalists nevertheless face threats and occasional attacks  sometimes at
the hands of police  online harassment, and lawsuits, which has created a strong impetus toward selfcensorship.23 The European Federation of Journalists and local associations have warned of growing political
pressure and attacks on the media under the centre-right HDZ government.24
Disinformation: The Croatian Criminal Code does not yet provide for punishment for spreading Fake News.
Government measures and civil society activities against disinformation are limited to improving media
literacy. The Croatian population is more vulnerable to influence due to concerns about decreasing press
freedom in the country.25

22

Freedom House (2021) Croatia. https://freedomhouse.org/country/croatia/freedom-world/2021 (accessed 20 July
2021).
23
European Commission (2020) 2020 Rule of Law Report: The rule of law situation in the European Union. COM (2020)
580 final.
24
Freedom House (2021) Croatia. https://freedomhouse.org/country/croatia/freedom-world/2021 (accessed 20 July
2021).
25
Kremlin Watch (2021) Croatia. https://www.kremlinwatch.eu/countries-compared-states/croatia/ (accessed 19 July
2021).
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Cyprus
Population : 896,005
Seats in EU Parliament: 6
Joining Dates:




EU: 2004
Schengen Area: In progress
Eurozone: 2008

Political system: Presidential Republic (since 1960)
Government: Coalition of conservative Democratic
Rally (DISY) and centre-right Democratic Party
(DIKO)
2020 Democracy Index: 7.56/10 – Flawed
democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 19.85 Cyprus – Satisfactory
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 94/100
Political rights: 38/40 | Civil liberties: 56/
2021 Media Literacy Index: 42/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
The Republic of Cyprus is a democratic presidential republic, which generally respects civil and political rights.
Ongoing concerns remain, however, in relation to corruption, discrimination against minorities, and to the
weaknesses in the asylum system. While the Republic has de jure sovereignty over the entire island of Cyprus,
as a consequence of the Turkish invasion of 1974 the government controls only the southern, largely Greekspeaking part of the island, while the northern area is ruled by the self-declared Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC) ( that is recognised only by Turkey). 26
Press freedom: Republic of Cyprus: The Cypriot Constitution guarantees press freedom, but significant
influence over the media is exercised by political parties, the Orthodox Church and commercial interests.
Limitations further exist in the form of the ongoing criminalisation of defamation, and by bans on the use of
certain terms in connection with the conflict with the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.27
Disinformation: Cyprus fears that the Russian government is using social and mass media and its ties to fringe
nationalist parties and the Greek Orthodox Church to undermine the settlement talks. In 2011, Russia granted
a emergency loan which the Cypriot government is still repaying – a potential factor for Cypriot silence on
the disinformation threat.28 Disinformation about the pandemic has also spread in Cyprus and had dangerous
real consequences: The online myth about 5G’s role in the pandemic has led to two arson attacks on 5G masts
in Cyprus.29
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Czechia
Population: 10,701,777
Seats in EU Parliament: 21
Joining Dates:




EU: 2004
Schengen Area: 2007
Eurozone: In progress

Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since
1993)
Government: Centre-left to centre-right minority
coalition government, consisting of ANO 2011, a
centre-right populist political movement, and the
centre-left Czech Social Democratic Party (ČSSD)
2020 Democracy Index: 7.67/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 23.38  Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 91/100 – Free
Political rights: 36/40 | Civil liberties: 55/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 53/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
The Czech Republic is a parliamentary democracy. While civil and political rights are generally respected, in
recent years several corruption scandals and political disputes have negatively impacted normal legislative
activity. Increasingly evident in the political arena are illiberal rhetoric and the influence of powerful business
interests.30
Press freedom: The Charter of Fundamental Rights and Basic Freedoms, which holds the same legal status as
the Czech Constitution, guarantees freedom of expression and the right to information, and explicitly
prohibits censorship. As a consequence, the media operate relatively freely, without undue restrictions being
placed on content by government. Private ownership of media outlets is protected under law, but concerns
remain as to the extent to which business interests exercise control over the media sector, and the potential
impact this has on journalists’ ability and willingness to investigate commercial wrongdoing. One significant
private owner of media is the current Prime Minister Andrej Babiš. While his holdings have been placed in a
trust structure, this trust is controlled in part by his close associates. As a result, critics have routinely accused
his newspapers of bias, claiming they are used as tools to support and advance Babiš’s political interests.31
Disinformation: In 2017, the Czech Ministry of the Interior established the Centre against Terrorism and
Hybrid Threats. It monitors threats such as disinformation campaigns related to Czech internal security,
advises government on threats in the information space, and assists in the public debunking of disinformation
on domestic issues (including some of the most frequently distributed disinformation about COVID-1932).
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Denmark
Population: 5,840,045
Seats in EU Parliament: 14
Joining Dates:




EU: 1973
Schengen Area: 2001
Eurozone: Opted out

Political system: Parliamentary Monarchy (since
1870)
Government: Minority government of centre-left
Social Democratic Party
2020 Democracy Index: 9.52/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 8.57  Good
situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 97/100 – Free
Political rights: 40/40 | Civil liberties: 57/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 73/100 (Cluster 1) – Very high resilience potential to fake news
Denmark is a parliamentary democracy in which civil and political rights are guaranteed. While these rights
and freedoms are effectively upheld for citizens, the record in relation to immigrants has been more patchy.33
Press freedom: The Danish media offer a wide range of political opinions and are often critical of the
government. Article 77 of the Danish Constitution of 1849 guarantees freedom of expression: “Every person
shall be at liberty to publish their ideas in print, in writing, and in speech, subject to their being held
responsible in a court of law. Censorship and other preventive measures shall never again be introduced.”34
Disinformation: Disinformation campaigns and subversive warfare have increased in recent years, including
cyberattacks linked to Russian or pro-Russian hackers, with anti-subversion measures therefore becoming an
important aspect of government policy.35 For the 2019 election, an action plan to strengthen safeguards
against interference in Danish democracy and society was implemented.36 Denmark is a positive example of
combating misinformation through targeted social media. In 2005, social media and television were used to
spread testimonies of girls who were allegedly harmed by HPV vaccination. As a result, vaccination rates
dropped by more than 70 %. In response, Danish health authorities emphasised the risk of disease and spread
stories of people who had lost wives and mothers to cervical cancer. They also set up a Facebook page to
answer parents’ questions. Since then, vaccination rates have steadily increased.37
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Estonia
Population: 1,330,068
Seats in EU Parliament: 7
Joining Dates:




EU: 2004
Schengen Area: 2007
Eurozone: 2011

Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1990)
Government: Coalition of centre-right Reform Party
and centre to centre-left Centre Party
2020 Democracy Index: 7.84/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 15.25 
Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 94/100 – Free
Political rights: 38/40 | Civil liberties: 56/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 72/100 (Cluster 1) – Very high resilience potential to fake news
Estonia democratic parliamentary republic. Civil and political are widely respected. However, as a
consequence of Estonia’s citizenship rules which require linguistic fluency and a knowledge of the state’s
history, more than 5 percent of the population remain stateless and therefore cannot participate in national
elections. Corruption is an ongoing challenge, as is discrimination against ethnic Russians, Roma, LGBTQI+
people, and others. Eurosceptic and far-right groups (e.g. the right-wing populist EKRE party) have been
increasingly prominent in recent years.38
Press freedom: Journalists have been verbally attacked by EKRE leaders, raising concerns about selfcensorship. Also evident has been a trend toward ownership concentration of the media in recent years,
especially at the regional level. Advertising revenues collapsed as a consequence of the economic impact of
COVID-19, making the media more vulnerable to editorial pressure. The criminal code has also increasingly
been used by the judiciary to restrict media coverage in various cases of public interest, particularly those
concerning corruption.39
Disinformation: The government is actively involved with volunteers and civil society groups in combatting
hybrid threats and disinformation stemming from Russia. The Estonian government’s digital infrastructure
has been a victim of Russian cyber-attacks.40
To prevent and counter disinformation about the pandemic, and to answer the many questions from citizens
uncertain about COVID-19, the Estonian government has set up a chatbot to provide people with
information.41 Nevertheless disinformation about COVID-19 is reported by anti-propaganda blog Propastop
to have been spread via the social media pages of major media outlets in Estonia. The three largest private
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media companies disseminate news in Estonian and Russian, including via Facebook pages, which have
become the target of a flood of disinformation comments from fake accounts. 42 In a November 2020
Eurobarometer survey, 86% of Estonians say they have been exposed to online disinformation. In addition,
more than 50% say they have witnessed political intimidation. This gives Estonia the highest survey scores in
Europe on both questions.43
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Finland
Population: 5,533,793
Seats in EU Parliament: 14
Joining Dates:
 EU: 1995
 Schengen Area: 2001
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 2000)
Government: Centre-left coalition of five parties
(Social Democratic Party, Centre Party, Green
League, Left Alliance, Swedish People’s Party of
Finland)
2020 Democracy Index: 9.2/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 6.99  Good situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 100/100 – Free
Political rights: 40/40 | Civil liberties: 60/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 78/100 (Cluster 1) – Very high resilience potential to fake news
Finland is a parliamentary republic. Civil and political freedoms are guaranteed and respected, though
harassment and hate speech aimed at minority groups does occasionally occur.44
Press freedom: Freedom of expression is protected under Article 12 of the Constitution and the 2003 Act on
the Exercise of Freedom of Expression in Mass Media. The media is generally independent and free from
political interference or censorship. Journalists do, however, occasionally face harassment for their work,
particularly when covering topics such as immigrants and immigration. The risk of defamation also poses and
ongoing challenge: in 2019, for example, an investigative reporter was convicted of defaming a far-right
politician and ordered to pay fines and compensation.45
Disinformation: The Finnish government focuses on countering strategic risks rather than threats from
disinformation from abroad. However, Finnish civil society is itself active in detecting, for example, internet
activities of the Russian state and thus combating disinformation.46 Finland is considered a best-practice
example of media literacy for students, which is being emulated in other countries. From kindergarten on,
children learn to critically question information and recognise disinformation. Bilingualism is also
emphasised, as they may see celebrities or influencers who speak English and can also spread disinformation.
But such training is also offered to everyone in Finnish society outside of school. The Finnish government also
launches public information campaigns and involves the general public in the issue of disinformation.47
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France
Population: 67,439,599
Seats in EU Parliament: 79
Joining Dates:
 EU (former EEC): 1958 (founder)
 Schengen Area: 1995
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Semi-Presidential Republic (since 1958)
Government: Coalition of five centrist parties (largest
representation from La République En Marche  liberal,
pro-European, slightly right leaning)
2020 Democracy Index: 7.99/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 22.6 - Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 90/100 – Free
Political rights: 38/40 | Civil liberties: 52/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 57/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
France has a semi-presidential democratic system, with strong protections for civil and political rights. Certain
constitutional protections have been dialled back in recent years in response to terror attacks, with law
enforcement agencies empowered to act in ways that impinge on personal freedoms. Anti-Muslim and antiimmigrant sentiment continues to be an issue.48
Press freedom: The media sector is generally free, representing a wide range of political opinions.
Nevertheless, difficulties for journalists have been evident: reporters covering protests have often been
subjected to police violence; and investigative journalists have experienced harassment. Editorial
independence remains problematic due to the concentration of media ownership in the hands of business
interests with involvement in other areas of the economy, leading to conflicts of interest undermine public
trust in the media.49
Disinformation: The French government focuses on dangers from Islamist propaganda. During the
presidential election, Russian influence on political parties and disinformation in the media also came to the
fore. Civil society was also active in exposing disinformation during the elections.50 Disinformation about the
pandemic has also spread in France and had dangerous real consequences: The online myth about 5G’s role
in the pandemic has led to 17 arson attacks on 5G masts in France.51
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Germany
Population: 83,166,711
Seats in EU Parliament: 96
Joining Dates:
 EU (former EEC): 1958 (founder)
 Schengen Area: 1995
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1990)
Government: Coalition of centre-right parties (CDU
and CSU  Christian Democratic Union and Christian
Social Union) and left party (SPD – Social Democratic
Party)
2020 Democracy Index: 8.67/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 15.24  Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 94/100 – Free
Political rights: 39/40 | Civil liberties: 55/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 62/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
Democracy in Germany is characterised by its vibrant political culture. Both political rights and civil liberties
are secured in law and in practice. Due to the totalitarian past, constitutional protection mechanisms have
been established. The influx of refugees into Germany, especially since 2015, has raised the profile of rightwing populist parties and led to political tensions.52
Press freedom: The Constitution guarantees freedom of expression, and the media are free and independent.
Hate speech (e.g. racist agitation, anti-Semitism) is punishable. Joining National Socialist groups, denying the
Holocaust or glorifying Hitler’s ideology is illegal. Journalists reporting on right-wing demonstrations have
been subject to harassment via social media, and to physical intimidation and attacks.53
Disinformation: According to the German Act to Improve Enforcement of the Law in Social Networks,
defamation and the dissemination of propaganda material are prohibited. The EU E-Commerce Directive
states that Member States “may establish procedures for removing or blocking access to information”. In
Germany, the law against hate speech forces online platforms to remove “obviously illegal” posts within 24
hours or risk fines of up to 50 million euros.54 A global survey by the German Friedrich Naumann Foundation
examined the impact of fake news on societies. Germans claim to be well informed about the pandemic, with
51% are concerned by the increase in deliberate false reports, while 34% agreed that the media would
conceal facts about COVID-19 under pressure from the government. The survey concludes that there is a
worldwide crisis of confidence in the media with negative effects on democracies.55
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Greece
Population: 10,682,547
Seats in EU Parliament: 21
Joining Dates:
 EU: 1981
 Schengen Area: 2000
 Eurozone: 2001
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1975)
Government: Liberal-conservative, centre-right New
Democracy party
2020 Democracy Index: 7.39/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 29.01 –
Problematic situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 87/100 – Free
Political rights: 37/40 | Civil liberties: 50/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 38/100 (Cluster 4) – Low resilience potential to fake news
Greece has a parliamentary democracy characterised by lively competition between political parties.
However, not all civil liberties are respected: corruption, discrimination against immigrants and minorities,
and poor living conditions for refugees remain problems.56
Press freedom: The Constitution protects freedom of the press, although the law contains restrictions in the
area of defamation and hate speech. In practice, freedom of the press is largely upheld and citizens benefit
from media diversity. However, ownership concentration and interference by owners in editorial work are
persistent problems. The government has been accused of channelling public funds to private media outlets
that support them. Further, journalists reporting on protests or on the issue of migration are at times
subjected to abuse.57
Disinformation: In 2019, a ‘fake news checker’ from the French news agency AFP was commissioned by
Facebook. The left-wing populist Syriza party, which was in power at the time, strongly criticised this decision:
the appointee did not have the necessary knowledge and technical capacity to take on this task alone and
therefore the company was not able to react adequately to threats, thus creating dangerous loopholes.
Facebook justifies the decision by saying that there was no alternative in 2019, as the appointee is the only
certified fact-checker in the country.58
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Hungary
Population: 9,730,772
Seats in EU Parliament: 21
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: In progress
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1989)
Government: Coalition of right-wing populist Fidesz
party and Christian rightist KPNP party
2020 Democracy Index: 6.56/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 31.76 
Problematic situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 69/100 – Partly free
Political rights: 26/40 | Civil liberties: 43/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 42/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
The right-wing populist party Alliance of Young Democrats - Hungarian Civic Union (Fidesz) took power in
Hungary in 2010. Under Prime Minister Viktor Orbán, it has pushed through constitutional and legislative
changes that allow the government to exert control over independent institutions in the country. Recent
measures have hindered the work of opposition groups, journalists, universities, and nongovernmental
organizations whose perspectives Fidesz considers unfavourable.59
Press freedom: While the constitution protects media freedom, Fidesz has politicised media regulation
through its laws. National, regional and local media are increasingly pro-government and are being
instrumentalised to smear political opponents. The private media outlets close to the opposition increasingly
face financial difficulties as government advertising and sponsorship favour pro-government media – 85% of
government advertising revenues are directed to pro-government outlets60
In 2018, a variety of media outlets acquired or founded by allies of Prime Minister Victor Orban were donated
to a new Central European Press and Media Foundation (KESMA). KESMA now controls more than 500 outlets
covering television, radio and print media It has a strongly pro-Orban focus. Shortly after its founding, Orban
exempted KESMA from oversight by Hungary’s competition watchdog.61 Critics have expressed concern as to
the impact of KESMA on media pluralism.62
Journalists working for independent media continue to face a difficult situation in Hungary., being subjected
to negative commentary from pro-government media and government representatives. Female journalists
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are further subject to gender-based attacks, particularly online harassment campaigns. Courts have been
used to prevent the dissemination of reports providing negative coverage of the government.63
Disinformation: To combat alleged disinformation during the COVID-19 pandemic, the ‘scaremongering’ law
was amended in April. It hampers the work of journalists, who increasingly have difficulty finding reliable
sources for their reporting  public health workers in particular fear retaliation.64 In June, the ruling party
accused independent policy analysts and opposition parties of spreading anti-vaccination views. This is just
one of numerous disinformation campaigns by Fidesz to strengthen its position and persuade dissenters to
remain silent. The Heinrich Böll Foundation recognises a pattern here: starting with a single piece of
misinformation, these campaigns end with discriminatory legislation against independent voices. For this to
succeed, a local media empire is crucial for success, providing considerable reach to such campaigns. In this
way, a cornerstone of democracy – freedom of expression and freedom of the press – is gradually eliminated
and the media is instrumentalised by the government.65
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Ireland
Population: 5,006,907
Seats in EU Parliament: 13
Joining Dates:
 EU: 1973
 Schengen Area: Opted out
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1949)
Government: Coalition of Christian democratic,
centre-right Fianna Fáil party, liberal-conservative,
centre-right Fine Gael party and centre-left Green
party
2020 Democracy Index: 9.05/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 11.91  Good situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 97/100 – Free
Political rights: 39/40 | Civil liberties: 58/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 70/100 (Cluster 1) – Very high resilience potential to fake news
In Ireland’s consolidated democracy, political rights and civil liberties are guaranteed. However, there are
some persistent problems: Traditional nomadic Irish Travellers experience some discrimination in society. In
addition, the police are repeatedly accused of being corrupt. Domestic violence is also a persistent problem.66
Press freedom: Ireland’s media landscape is characterised by freedom, independence and diversity of
opinion. However, the heavy concentration of the media sector is a problem: Independent News and Media
(INM) controls a large part of the newspaper market and pursues its own economic interests. The restrictive
libel laws continue to be criticised, including by the European Commission. The government has announced
their reforms.67
Disinformation: A government interdepartmental group began its work in December 2017 to assess risks of
disinformation to the electoral process. The first report concluded that cyber attacks and online
disinformation posed significant risks. A draft government bill from 2019 aims to ensure transparency of paid
online political advertising.68 Ireland can serve as a positive example of combating misinformation through
targeted social media. In 2005, social media and television were used to spread testimonies of girls who were
allegedly harmed by HPV vaccination  as a result, vaccination rates dropped. In response, Irish health
authorities emphasised the risk of disease and spread stories of people who had lost wives and mothers to
cervical cancer via social media. They also set up a Facebook page to answer parents’ questions. Since then,
vaccination rates have steadily increased.69
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Italy
Population: 59,257,566
Seats in EU Parliament: 76
Joining Dates:
 EU (former EEC): 1958 (founder)
 Schengen Area: 1997
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1946)
Government: ‘National unity government’: nine
parties spanning the political spectrum; most
ministers (including the PM) are independent, while
the right-wing and populist parties (Five Star
Movement, League) are most represented
2020 Democracy Index: 7.74/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 23.39 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 90/100 – Free
Political rights: 36/40 | Civil liberties: 54/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 49/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
The Italian parliamentary system is characterised by competition among many parties. Civil liberties are
guaranteed, but procedural delays undermine the judicial system. Organised crime and corruption remain
problems. Due to populists in government, a threat to the rights of migrants and asylum seekers exists.70
Press freedom: Freedom of the press is protected under the Constitution. Traditional print media continue
to be heavily consumed, although the online news industry is growing rapidly. Citizens benefit from a diversity
of opinion in the media, but ownership concentration remains a major problem. Journalists are increasingly
victims of intimidation attempts (163 cases in 2020, 87 more than in the previous year). Defamation remains
punishable and frivolous lawsuits are used to try to prevent factual reporting.71
Disinformation: According to the European External Action Service (EEAS) and the NGO Avaaz, small media
markets such as in Italy are particularly vulnerable to disinformation. There, internet platforms like Facebook
are slower to verify content. In a survey by Avaaz, only 29% of English content remained unlabelled,
compared to 68% of Italian content.72 The Italian government has set up an online portal where citizens can
report misinformation to the police. These cases can then be tracked and lead to arrests. Legislation on hate
speech was formulated as early as 1975. A law on cyberbullying dates back to 2017, allowing the intervention
of data protection authorities and service providers to remove offensive content and increasing the penalties
for related offences.73 The media literacy of Italian citizens is mainly promoted by civil society.74
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Latvia
Population: 1,893,223
Seats in EU Parliament: 8
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: 2014
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1991)
Government: Coalition of four parties/party alliances
of different political position: Centre-right New
Conservative Party and liberal-conservative Unity
party, social-liberal, centre Development/For! party
alliance and right-wing populist National Alliance
party
2020 Democracy Index: 7.24/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 19.26 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 89/100 – Free
Political rights: 37/40 | Civil liberties: 52/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 52/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
With its renewed independence from 1991, Latvia has developed into a democracy. Fundamental freedoms
such as freedom of assembly are respected, and elections are considered fair and free. Problems remain with
corruption, which affects politics, the judiciary and the criminal justice system. In addition, ethnic Russians
living in Latvia often experience discrimination.75
Press freedom: Latvian citizens benefit from media that disseminate a wide range of political views and are
available in both Latvian and Russian. However, the government (partly through connected businesspeople)
sometimes interferes in the editorial process. The country’s media regulator is also considered vulnerable to
political interference. Defamation is still a punishable offence.76
Disinformation: Disinformation about the pandemic was not a problem during the first COVID-19 outbreak
in Europe: Latvia was one of the few countries that seemed to cope well with the pandemic, and was
considered a best practice example in Europe. A low number of patients and a low level of disinformation
created a high level of trust in the government among the population. As the pandemic progressed, a Latvian
researcher describes the Latvian government as unprepared for the ‘infodemic’ that followed. Especially
among the Russian population. Disinformation campaigns, which originated mainly from Russian media, were
effective. The government did not change its strategy  advertising against the infodemic  and failed to
change the environment or appeal to change attitudes and behaviour in the population. As a result, despite
the Latvian government’s measures to raise awareness, there are still many COVID-19 deniers.77
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Lithuania
Population: 2,795,680
Seats in EU Parliament: 11
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: 2015
Political system: Semi-Presidential Republic (since
1991)
Government: Right leaning coalition of Homeland
Union-Lithuanian Christian Democrats (TS-LKD),
Liberal Movement (LRLS), and Freedom Party (LP)
2020 Democracy Index: 7.13/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 20.15 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 90/100 – Free
Political rights: 38/40 | Civil liberties: 52/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 53/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
Lithuania is democratic, with political rights and civil liberties guaranteed. However, the government is often
denounced in public for corruption.78
Press freedom: Freedom of the press is generally respected in Latvia. The media market is characterised by
its dynamism. One problem remains the concentration of media ownership in a few companies. This
increases the risk of editorial influence by political and business interests.79 Media ownership by political
parties is formally restricted, but politicians can own media channels as private individuals. As a result, all
major political parties have influence on local reporting and thus on public opinion. The Labour Party in
particular stands out for its exceptional influence structure.80 When reporting on large companies, journalists
often censor themselves. Economic difficulties of the media during the COVID-19 pandemic made them more
vulnerable to undue influence.81
Disinformation: The Law on Provision of Information to the Public allows the Radio and Television
Commission of Lithuania to block media if, for example, they spread war propaganda or incite violence,
hatred and discrimination.82 Due to its border location with Russia, Lithuania is particularly affected by
Russian disinformation campaigns and has been the target of Russian military intimidation in the past. The
EU Member State is working hard to counter disinformation and influence from Russia.83
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Luxembourg
Population : 634,730
Seats in EU Parliament: 6
Joining Dates:
 EU (former EEC): 1958 (founder)
 Schengen Area: 1995
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Monarchy (since
1946)
Government: Coalition between centre-right
Democratic Party (DP), the centre-left Luxembourg
Socialist Workers’ Party (LSAP), and centre-left The
Greens
2020 Democracy Index: 8.68/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 17.56 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 97/100 – Free
Political rights: 38/40 | Civil liberties: 59/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 59/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
Luxembourg is a democracy and a constitutional monarchy. Political rights and civil liberties are guaranteed,
though problems exist related to insufficient transparency of government work and inadequate safeguards
against conflicts of interest.84
Press freedom: Due to Luxembourg’s small size, the country’s media face certain structural limits. Alongside
this, interests of the media often collide with those of decision-makers and business leaders. Prime Minister
Xavier Bettel’s government has already announced two draft laws aimed at strengthening media pluralism.85
Disinformation: Disinformation is circulating in Luxembourg around the COVID-19 pandemic,86 and has also
been spread in the past to discredit individuals and organisations. The sources of disinformation often lie
abroad. Dduring the Brexit vote in the UK, for example, as a mechanism for discrediting the Luxembourgers
following the so-called ‘empty podium’ press conference, social media was used to spread the claim that
Luxembourg received from the EU 3,304% of its contributions to the organisation (in reality it is 105%, with
16 other Member States receiving higher rates). The detection of disinformation is very slow in Luxembourg
and is done by journalists who are responsible for the credibility of the media. Due to the high level of
education in Luxembourg, it is assumed that the population can recognise disinformation.87
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Malta
Population: 516,100
Seats in EU Parliament: 6
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: 2008
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1974)
Government: Centre-left social-democratic Labour
Party
2020 Democracy Index: 7.68/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 30.46 – Problematic situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 90/100 – Free
Political rights: 35/40 | Civil liberties: 55/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 43/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
Malta has a parliamentary democracy characterised by competitive elections and periodic changes of power,
though the dominance of the two largest parties (Labour Party and Nationalist Party) makes it difficult for
smaller political parties to challenge them. Civil liberties are broadly guaranteed. Corruption is a serious
problem in Malta.88
Press freedom: The media in Malta can be described as free and diverse. Citizens benefit from full access to
international and domestic media. State media often favour the government. In 2017, a journalist was
murdered in Malta, which shows the dangers they face, especially when investigating corruption. Some
journalists are therefore reluctant to publish their stories.89
Disinformation: Malta wants to show that it takes cyber security seriously, in 2016 publishing a Cyber Security
Strategy. In contrast, neither the government nor civil society have policies aimed specifically at countering
disinformation campaigns.90 In a survey conducted by Eurobarometer in November 2020, over 70% of
Maltese say they have been exposed to online disinformation. According to the survey results, Maltese are
among the most likely to have witnessed online disinformation as well as political intimidation across
Europe.91
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Netherlands
Population: 17,475,415
Seats in EU Parliament: 29
Joining Dates:
 EU (former EEC): 1958 (founder)
 Schengen Area: 1995
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Monarchy (since
1918)
Government: Following the sitting government’s
resignation in January 2021, an acting government
comprising a four-party coalition has been in power:
centre-right People’s Party for Freedom and
Democracy (VVD) and Christian Democratic Appeal
(CDA), centre-left Democrats 66 (D66) and centrist Christian Union (CU)
2020 Democracy Index: 8.96/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 9.67 – Good situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 98/100 – Free
Political rights: 40/40 | Civil liberties: 58/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 68/100 (Cluster 1) – Very high resilience potential to fake news
Parliamentary democracy in the Netherlands is characterised by a high level of protection of political rights
and civil liberties. Concerns around irregular asylum seekers and Muslim minorities have increased in recent
years, leading to harsh (and controversial) government policies on irregular migration and asylum.92
Press freedom: Journalists can work freely in the Netherlands and enjoy the respect of the population. Legal
and institutional protection of journalism is upheld. However, the government has continually failed to
improve freedom of information: government documents requested by journalists frequently arrive late
and/or are incomplete.93
Disinformation: To inform citizens about the spread of misinformation on the internet, the Dutch government
launched a public awareness campaign in February 2019. The campaign took place mainly through social
media and aimed to help Dutch voters recognise disinformation.94 Nevertheless disinformation concerning
the pandemic has spread in the Netherlands in 2020. The online myth about 5G’s role in the pandemic has
led to 22 arson attacks on 5G masts in the Netherlands.95
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Poland
Population: 37,840,001
Seats in EU Parliament: 52
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: In progress
Political system: Semi-Presidential Republic (since
1989)
Government: United Right coalition of EU-sceptic
right-wing populist Law and Justice (PiS) party and
United Poland (SP) party, and right liberalconservative Agreement (P) party
2020 Democracy Index: 6.85/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 28.84 – Problematic situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 82/100 – Free
Political rights: 34/40 | Civil liberties: 48/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 56/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
Poland was a communist state until 1989. The socio-economic changes during the subsequent liberalisation
process benefited some parts of the population more than others. This impacted the political landscape,
creating a deep divide between liberal, pro-European parties and those purporting to defend national
interests and ‘traditional’ Polish Catholic values. In 2015, the populist, socially conservative Law and Justice
Party (PiS) took power, taking numerous measures to increase its influence over state institutions, negatively
impacting the democratic system. In recent years, nationalist and homophobic rhetoric has increased.96
Press freedom: Poland’s media outlets are mainly privately owned. Since PiS has been in power, public media
have been purged of independent and dissenting voices. In the 2019 election, the public broadcaster TVP
campaigned for PiS and President Duda, and attempted to discredit the opposition. This was a blatant
violation of statutory obligations to present the news in a “reliable and pluralistic manner”. Presidential rival
Trzaskowski sued TVP in June 2020 for false and defamatory claims.97
Advertising revenue from the state and state-owned corporations are disproportionately disbursed to progovernment media outlets, which threatens journalistic standards.98 While access to information is
guaranteed under Polish law, journalists report cases of limiting access to information without explanation,
cancellation or denial of journalists’ accreditation, and of blocking entry to certain events.99
Disinformation: Poland is a regular target of foreign disinformation campaigns. For example, the false claim
that the then Chief of Staff of US Army Europe had said of accommodation for US soldiers in Poland that “pigs
are kept better in Germany,” was said to have been spread by Russia via a Cypriot online portal as a way to
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negatively portray Polish forces and NATO allies, and to stir up mistrust within NATO. In 2015, the Polish
National Security Office responded to the increase in hybrid threats, propaganda and disinformation like this
through establishing the Cybersecurity Doctrine of the Republic of Poland.100 In 2021, a Facebook-like social
network became active in Poland as a ‘censorship-free’ way to stand up to US internet giants. It is run by a
PiS-affiliated editorial team. The social network is supposed to have no restrictions on content and
expression. While the government claims it is protecting freedom of expression, the site is a breeding ground
for fake news by which journalists fear that the PiS is attempting to control the news. Oxford researchers
point out that in no EU country is disinformation as widespread as in Poland. States with a heavily politically
polarised population – as is the case in Poland – are particularly susceptible to such.101
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Portugal
Population: 10,298,252
Seats in EU Parliament: 21
Joining Dates:
 EU: 1986
 Schengen Area: 1995
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Semi-Presidential Republic (since
1974)
Government: Minority government with non-party
ministers and members of the centre-left social
democratic Socialist Party (PS)
2020 Democracy Index: 7.9/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 10.11 – Good situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 96/100 – Free
Political rights: 39/40 | Civil liberties: 57/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 61/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
The political system in Portugal is a parliamentary democracy, with regular transfers of power. Civil liberties
are guaranteed in Portugal. Problems exist in the areas of corruption, legal restrictions on journalism, abusive
conditions for prisoners, racial discrimination and xenophobia. In recent years, corruption cases have been
prosecuted against top officials.102
Press freedom: The Portuguese media is facing a structural crisis. This was exacerbated by the Covid-19
pandemic which resulted in a collapse in advertising revenues, resulting in precarious employment
conditions. Several media groups made budget cuts as well as layoffs. The government of Prime Minister
António Costa announced an advance of 15 million euros on revenues for state advertising as mechanism for
addressing this.103
Disinformation: Disinformation and fake news have so far failed to make much of an impact on the
Portuguese political agenda.. In March 2019, ahead of the European Parliament elections, the Portuguese
Parliament discussed it for the first time. The Socialist Party called for cybersecurity measures to guarantee
safe elections. So far, there are no laws on this, but instead several media literacy initiatives.104 During the
2019 general elections in Portugal, MediaLab CIES-IUL, with support from Democracy Reporting
International, investigated the online disinformation found on public social media sites and groups. The
research concluded that a number of Facebook pages and public groups with significant reach spread political
disinformation. The disinformation was mainly directed against the incumbent socialist party (Partido
Socialista) and a small environmental party.105
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Romania
Population: 19,186,201
Seats in EU Parliament: 33
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2007
 Schengen Area: In progress
 Eurozone: In progress
Political system: Semi-Presidential Republic (since
1989)
Government: Coalition of three pro-European
parties: Two centre-right liberal-conservative parties
(National Liberal Party PNL, Democratic Alliance of
Hungarians in Romania RMDSZ) and one centrist
liberal party USR PLUS
2020 Democracy Index: 6.4/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 24.91 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 83/100 – Free
Political rights: 35/40 | Civil liberties: 48/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 34/100 (Cluster 4) – Low resilience potential to fake news
Romania’s multi-party democratic system produces regular transfers of power., there are regular changes of
power of several parties that face each other in competitive elections. Civil liberties are protected, though
corruption remains a persistent problem. This is facilitated by entrenched political interests that resist civil
society and institutional efforts to fight corruption. Other problems include discrimination against minorities
and control of the main media outlets by businesspeople with political interests.106
Press freedom: In the 1990s, Romanian entrepreneurs with connections to politics founded TV channels and
newspapers to increase their political influence.107 Today, the domination of the media by businesspeople
with political interests is still a problem. While the media environment in Romania is largely free and
pluralistic, reporting is heavily skewed by the priorities of the owners. For example, during the 2020 elections,
there was extensive coverage of public officials and President Iohannis. Due to the high financial dependence
on public advertising (which increased during the pandemic), authorities effectively have editorial access108 those in power at all levels of the political system decide which journalists are provided with what
information. Editorial offices have lost a great deal of credibility among the public, circulation has plummeted
and many media outlets have discontinued their print editions’.109
Disinformation: Romania’s political parties also exploit their influence on the media for political
confrontations by spreading fake news. Some television stations also play politics in this way.110 Regarding
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foreign disinformation campaigns, Romania explicitly identifies Russia as a threat to its national security in
the area of information warfare and cyberattacks. Nevertheless, Romania’s strategies regarding such threats
are still relatively undeveloped’.111 The survey, ‘Public Distrust: West vs. East - The Rise of the Nationalist
Trend in the Era of Disinformation and the Fake News Phenomenon’ by INSCOP Research found that,
according to Romanian respondents, 55% have been exposed to disinformation in recent months. Of
respondents 24% consider Russia as the main perpetrator of disinformation and the spreading of fake news
in Romania. In second place, 18.5% identified the European Union. When asked if they trust different sources
of information, they showed great distrust of social media, TV channels and mass media.112
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Slovakia
Population: 5,459,781
Seats in EU Parliament: 14
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: 2009
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since 1993)
Government: Majority coalition of four parties
including soft Euro-sceptic parties: Centre-right,
populist and anti-corruption Ordinary People and
Independent Personalities party (OĽaNO), right-wing
populist We Are Family party (SR), centre-right liberal
Freedom and Solidarity party (SaS) and centre-right
liberal-conservative For the People party (ZĽ)
2020 Democracy Index: 6.97/10 – Flawed democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 23.02 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 90/100 – Free
Political rights: 37/40 | Civil liberties: 53/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 45/100 (Cluster 3) – Medium resilience potential to fake news
The Slovak parliamentary system is characterised by regular multi-party elections and peaceful transfers of
power. Civil liberties are protected, but certain problems hinder democracy: political corruption, entrenched
discrimination against the Roma minority, and political hostility towards migrants and refugees.113
Press freedom: One of the worst attacks on media freedom in recent years was the 2018 murder of a reporter
who had been investigating corruption and tax fraud. In 2019, several officials involved in the murder were
indicted. In the same month, the Slovak parliament passed an amendment to the Press Act. The amendment
provides public officials with a right of reply to reports about them. It was criticised by more than 400
journalists as giving politicians undue influence over reporting. Another problem is the concentration of
media ownership among a few business groups and individuals, raising concerns as to the independence of
the media. Increasingly, reporters claim they are put under political pressure by their superiors.114
Disinformation: The Slovak Constitution guarantees the right to freedom of expression and to information.
Article 26 prohibits censorship and states that rights may be restricted by law only if the measures are
necessary to protect the rights of others, national security, public order or the protection of health and
morals.115 A number of websites make considerable profit from disinformation. The most significant of these
is Zem a Vek. Before the 2019 presidential elections, the website published an edited picture of the eventual
president, trying to make her look more ‘Jewish’ according to stereotypes. This drew parallels with Nazi antiSemitic propaganda during the WWII. According to one report, there are ever more disinformation websites
run “by several independent entities” generating their revenue mainly through e-commerce.116
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Slovenia
Population: 2,108,977
Seats in EU Parliament: 8
Joining Dates:
 EU: 2004
 Schengen Area: 2007
 Eurozone: 2007
Political system: Parliamentary Republic (since
1991)
Government: Coalition of right-wing populist
Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS), centre-left socialliberal Modern Centre Party (SMC) and centre-right
conservative New Slovenia party NSi
2020 Democracy Index: 7.54/10 – Flawed
democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 23.10 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 95/100 – Free
Political rights: 39/40 | Civil liberties: 56/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 58/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
Slovenia is a parliamentary democracy with a freely elected government, and in which political rights and civil
liberties are respected. Verbal attacks on democratic institutions by the right-wing government led by the
Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS) have led to a backlash from civil society. As a result, the attacks have not
had the effect of weakening the basic liberal democratic order. Corruption is a problem, although the media
actively exposes such cases. The judiciary is distrusted, although many independent verdicts have been
handed down. The rule of law is largely respected.117
Press freedom: Freedom of the press in Slovenia is threatened by a pending far-reaching revision of media
legislation. It is believed that it would increase political influence over the public media. Critics claim that the
amendment aims to secure public funding for SDS-friendly media. Other problems relate to the nontransparent ownership of the media and the pressure journalists often face as a result of their reporting. In
2020, there were eight media alerts issued by the Council of Europe Platform to Promote the Protection and
Safety of Journalists - five of which identified the state as the source of the threat. The European Commission
raised concerns about media pluralism in Slovenia in its July 2020 report. Vulnerability to state interference
stems from the involvement of state-owned companies in several media outlets.118
Disinformation: Slovenia acknowledges the existence of hypothetical disinformation campaigns, but does not
attribute them to any specific actors, and does not consider such campaigns a threat. Similarly, civil society
is not concerned with the threat of disinformation, although there are projects aimed at increasing media
literacy.119 Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights Dunja Mijatović wrote a report on freedom of
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expression and media in Slovenia. She expressed her concern as to the behaviour of public figures who use
social media to undermine the credibility of journalists with aggressive tweets, and who fuel distrust of
independent media. Journalists are often accused of lying, and their reporting is smeared as fake news. Prime
Minister Janez Janša also responded to the report via social media, calling Mijatović biased and uninformed,
saying she was part of a fake news network.120
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Spain
Population: 47,394,223
Seats in EU Parliament: 59
Joining Dates:
 EU: 1986
 Schengen Area: 1995
 Eurozone: 1999
Political system: Parliamentary Monarchy (since
1978)
Government: First national coalition government
since the Second Spanish Republic (until 1939):
Centre-left social-democratic Spanish Socialist
Workers’ Party (PSOE) and left-wing alliance Unidas
Podemos
2020 Democracy Index: 8.12/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 20.44 – Satisfactory situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 90/100 – Free
Political rights: 37/40 | Civil liberties: 53/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 56/100 (Cluster 2) – High resilience potential to fake news
Spain’s parliamentary system involves competitive multiparty elections and peaceful transfers of power. The
rule of law prevails, and civil liberties are guaranteed. While political corruption remains a problem, powerful
figures have been successfully prosecuted. Freedom of expression and assembly are respected, but are
threatened by restrictive laws passed in recent years.121
Press freedom: Spain has a free press, with a broad spectrum of opinion. The press contributes significantly
to investigating high-level corruption. The independence of the media is threatened by the consolidation of
private and non-transparent ownership. Journalists have at times faced physical aggression from protesters
and the police while covering demonstrations, and far-right groups like Vox have been accused of harassing
reporters both physically and on social media. According to media freedom organisations, the authorities are
increasingly removing protection from journalists’ sources, hindering investigative journalism. A
controversial public safety law that took effect in 2015, nicknamed the ‘gag law’ by critics, imposes large fines
for offenses including spreading images that could endanger police officers or protected facilities.122
Disinformation: According to the European External Action Service (EEAS) and the NGO Avaaz, small media
markets such as in Spain are particularly vulnerable to disinformation. There, internet platforms like
Facebook are slower to verify content. In a survey by Avaaz, only 29% of English content remained unlabelled,
compared to 70% of Spanish content.123 In November 2020, the Spanish Government formed a committee to
combat disinformation and the “deliberate, large-scale and systematic dissemination of false messages” that
“seek to influence society for self-serving and spurious purposes”. Faced with criticism for tending towards
censorship, the government claims that the plan is aligned with the European Democracy Action Plan.124
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Sweden
Population: 10,379,295
Seats in EU Parliament: 21
Joining Dates:
 EU: 1995
 Schengen Area: 2001
 Eurozone: In progress
Political system: Parliamentary Monarchy (since
1917)
Government: Smallest minority government in
Swedish history following a government crisis:
coalition of centre-left Social Democrats and Green
Party, with passive support from the Centre Party
and Left Party
2020 Democracy Index: 9.26/10 – Full democracy
2021 World Press Freedom Index: 7.24 – Good situation
2021 Freedom in the World Index: 100/100 – Free
Political rights: 40/40 | Civil liberties: 60/60
2021 Media Literacy Index: 72/100 (Cluster 1) – Very high resilience potential to fake news
Sweden is a parliamentary monarchy with free and fair elections and a strong multiparty system. Civil liberties
and political rights are legally guaranteed and respected, and the rule of law prevails. The increased incidence
of violent and hate crimes has been one of the biggest recent challenges in Sweden.125
Press freedom: Sweden was the first country in the world to pass a press freedom law (in 1776). It ranks
among those that most respect the independence of the media. However, despite the high level of protection
for media freedom, journalists are repeatedly exposed to threats, online hatred and gagging lawsuits.
Another problem is the high concentration of media ownership: six private and public owners control more
than 90% of the daily press. The high concentration of ownership makes it easy for Swedes to avoid
information with a different perspective; this can increase polarisation within the population. However, the
concentration of ownership is not a significant cause for concern, being mainly due to Sweden's small media
market. The independence of the Swedish Press and Broadcasting Authority is protected by regulation. This
limits the risk of political and commercial interference. The media authority aims to support freedom of
expression, diversity, independence and accessibility. Nevertheless, there is no regulation limiting political
control over the media in Sweden. Furthermore, the Radio and Television Act does not contain clear criteria
in regulating ownership concentration in the media sector.126 The pandemic had a negative impact on the
Swedish principle of openness because the authorities prevented the media from seeing state-held
documents about the pandemic.127
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Disinformation: One of Sweden’s most important weapons in the fight against disinformation is its free and
independent press. In addition, the government focuses on building and maintaining effective cyber defence
and counterintelligence measures.128 However, the media landscape is changing and digital media is
becoming increasingly important. With mass distribution via social media, the risk of disinformation is also
increasing. The 2018 general election, which took place amid significant concern about the role of
misinformation, is a case in point. Bots used social media to support the election of the right-wing populist
Sweden Democrats (SD), which thus became the third strongest force. They were also promoted by antiimmigration alternative news websites.129
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Appendix: Terms
Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU):
CJEU interprets EU law to make sure it is applied in the same way in all EU countries and settles legal disputes
between national governments and EU institutions. It can also, in certain circumstances, be used by
individuals, companies or organisations to take action against an EU institution, if they feel the EU has
somehow infringed their rights.
Democracy Index:
The Democracy Index aims to measure the state of democracy in 167 countries. 60 indicators provide
information on pluralism, civil liberties and political culture. Each country is categorised according to a score
(from 0-10) and a ranking. The index also distinguishes between four types of regimes: Full democracies
(score: 8.01–10), flawed democracies (6.01–8), hybrid regimes (4.01-6) and authoritarian regimes (0–4). The
Democracy Index is compiled by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), the research arm of The Economist
Group, a UK-based private company that publishes The Economist weekly newspaper. For further
information, see: https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/
European Union:
The European Union is a unique economic and political union between 27 European countries. The EU is
additionally a legal organisation. It began as the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1958.
Eurozone:
The Euro area or also called Eurozone is a monetary union of 19 of the 27 European Member States: Belgium,
Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the
Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, and Finland. All these members have adopted the Euro (€)
as their common currency. Additionally, Monaco, San Marino, Andorra, and the Vatican City have formally
agreed with the EU to use the Euro as their currency.
Freedom in the World Index:
Freedom House, a non-governmental organisation based in Washington D.C., rates people’s access to
political rights and civil liberties in 210 countries and territories in its annual Freedom in the World report.
The Freedom in the World report consists of numerical ratings and descriptive texts of each country. The
analysis covers the electoral process, political pluralism and participation, government functioning, freedom
of expression and belief, rights of association and organisation, rule of law, and personal autonomy and
individual rights. Through a weighted scale, the global freedom status is calculated. The combination of the
total score for political rights and the total score for civil liberties determines the status “Free”, “Partially
Free”
or
“Not
Free”
after
equal
weighting.
For
further
information,
see:
https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores
Lisbon Treaty (Treaty of Lisbon):
The Lisbon Treaty was designed to make the EU more democratic, more efficient, and better able to address
global problems such as climate change with one voice. It gave more power to the European Parliament, a
change of voting procedures in the Council, a citizens’ initiative, a permanent president of the European
Council, a new High Representative for Foreign Affairs, and a new EU diplomatic service. The Lisbon Treaty
clarifies which powers belong to the EU, which to the EU member countries and which are shared.
Media Literacy Index:
The Media Literacy Index is determined annually by the European Policies Initiative of the Open Society
Institute - Sofia. The index assesses the resilience potential of 35 European countries against Fake News. The
indicators measured relate to media freedom, education and trust in people. Among these, the highest
weighting is given to the media freedom indicators from Freedom House and Reporters Without Borders and
the education indicators from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)’s PISA
studies (in the latter of which reading literacy is accorded the highest weighting). In contrast, the United
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Nation’s e-participation indicator and trust in people, which Eurostat measures, have a lower weight.
Furthermore, the countries are divided into clusters and illustrate gradations between the best results
(Cluster 1 - Very high resilience potential) and the least (Cluster 5 - Very low resilience potential). For further
information, see: https://osis.bg/?p=3750&lang=en
Member State(s):
A Member State is a European country that meets the accession criteria to join the European Union. The
European started with the six founding states: Germany, Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the
Netherlands. Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom joined in 1973; Greece in 1981; Spain and Portugal
in 1986; Austria, Finland and Sweden in 1995; Malta, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia in 2004; Bulgaria and Romania in 2007; and Croatia in 2013. In 2020,
the United Kingdom officially left the European Union.
Political spectrum in Europe:
The distinction between the political directional terms “left” - “right” is traced back to the time of the French
Revolution and reflected the seating order of the political camps in the French National Assembly. Wing
groups quickly formed: Even before 1820, the political spectrum ultra-right - moderate right - centre-right centre-left - moderate left - ultra-left was part of the fixed political linguistic usage, spread throughout Europe
and is still used today. The following distinctions are used between “left” and “right”: egalitarian (striving for
equality) - elitist (unequal treatment based on ability, achievement), progressive (continuous renewal of
society) - conservative (“preserving”) and internationalist (organising internationally) - nationalist (regional
orientation).
Today there are different political currents in Europe: most social democrats are seen in the centre-left of
the political spectrum. The “conservative-bourgeois camp” sees itself as the political centre; the designation
as “right-wing” is historically loaded, synonymous with radical right-wing and is therefore avoided especially
by centre-right parties. Another camp, that of the European socialists, meanwhile defines itself directly by
the attribute left. In the case of the Greens, ecological positions are usually, but not necessarily, linked to
traditionally “left” positions. Liberalism can hardly be assigned to a specific political orientation in the rightleft schema; they often see no opposition in egalitarian-elitist and rather distinguish between liberalregulative. They mostly stand for personal and economic self-determination, economic proximity and
“meritocracy” and are therefore often politically classified as centre-right or “bourgeois”.
Schengen Agreement:
1985 Agreement signed at Schengen, Luxembourg which abolished many internal borders between European
signatory states, enabling passport-free movement between those states. There are currently 26 signatory
states comprising the Schengen Area - 22 of which are EU states and four non-EU States.
World Press Freedom Index:
The index indicates the degree of freedom for journalists and is based on a questionnaire by Reporters
Without Borders, an international non-profit and non-governmental organisation. The questionnaire
assesses, among other things, pluralism, independence of the media, self-censorship, legal framework,
transparency and safety of journalists in 180 countries and regions. The index does not rank public policy and
does not provide information on the quality of journalism in the countries. The countries surveyed are ranked
between 0 and 100 points: 0–15 points: Good situation, 15.01–25 points: Satisfactory situation, 25.01–35
points: Problematic situation, 35.01–55 points: Difficult situation and 55.01–100 points: Very serious
situation. For further information, see: https://rsf.org/en/ranking
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